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Abstract. The development and popularization of smart finance has a greatly 

incentive and promoting role in the transformation of China's financial sector, 

especially for small and medium-sized financial institutions. From the perspec-

tives of data analysis, intelligent decision-making service, all-round intercon-

nection and collaborative social division of labor. This paper discusses the ways 

and countermeasures of smart finance to analyze the business transformation 

and model innovation of small and medium-sized financial institutions. 
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1 Introduction 

At present, driven by the rapid development of digital economy, new business forms 

and new models of smart finance, such as artificial intelligence technologies of big 

data, cloud computing and robotics, which deeply integrate with the financial indus-

try, are rapidly expanding and popularizing in China.The innovative development of 

financial technology can play a good role in promoting the development of smart 

finance from multiple aspects and perspectives.[1] 

Smart finance promotes not only the reform of China's financial business model, 

increases the special strength of financial service entities, but also improves the oper-

ation ability, work efficiency and enterprise performance of the financial industry, 

especially small and medium-sized financial institutions. Small and medium-sized 

financial institutions are an important part of China's financial industry, which play an 

irreplaceable role in serving the real economy and promoting China's economic de-

velopment. In the era of smart finance, it is of great significance to improve the oper-

ation strength, efficiency and innovation ability of smart finance of small and medi-

um-sized financial institutions to promote the development of small and medi-

um-sized financial institutions and improve the degree of smart finance in China's 

financial industry. This paper uses the theories and methods of finance and manage-

ment to discuss the transmission path of smart finance to improve the operation effi-

ciency of small and medium -sized financial institutions on the basis of analyzing the  
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business reform of small and medium-sized financial institutions to adapt to smart 
finance. 

2 The Theory, Practice and Related Research of Smart 
Finance 

Smart Finance is a comprehensive integration of artificial intelligence and finance. 
With big data, cloud computing, block chain and other high and new technologies as 
the core elements, it fully enables financial institutions, improves the operation and 
service efficiency of financial institutions, and realizes the intelligent, personalized 
and customized financial services. Smart finance is a technology-driven financial 
innovation, aiming to use modern scientific and technological achievements to trans-
form or innovate financial products, business models and business processes, to pro-
mote the quality and efficiency of financial development.[2] Now, smart finance 
based on information technology has almost expanded to all institutions, businesses 
and links in the financial industry. 

Smart finance is also a new form of business with the deep integration of artificial 
intelligence technology and financial industry. While the literature on the effects of 
financial development is large, relatively few studies have examined whether and how 
financial structure—the mix of financial institutions and the services that they of-
fer—matters for economic growth and inequality. Moreover, the literature has been 
largely silent about whether the relationships between financial structure and firm 
outcomes (performance and access to finance) change as a country develops. The 
group of papers published in this special section helps to fill those gaps in the litera-
ture.[3] It is a financial model reform that replaces and surpasses the human operation 
and management experience and ability with robots. This model goes beyond the 
physical limitations such as payment and network, and processes massive and multi-
dimensional unstructured information efficiently and instantly, and obtains customers 
in a broader range. On the basis of respecting the laws of finance, it provides decision 
support for various financial businesses. 

Smart finance based on AI (artificial intelligence) technology and the financial In-
ternet of Things is an important manifestation of the development of the financial 
industry in the digital economy era. The financial technology (fin-tech) revolution 
brought about by the development of the internet in the late 20th century, represented 
by electronic banking and online stock trading models. The invention and application 
of internet technology have greatly facilitated the collection, storage and transmission 
of information and data, and its effect on finance has actually occurred very early. In 
1981, E-Trade was established; in 1995, Internet insurance company Ins Web was 
established and Internet bank Security First Network Bank was founded. In the early 
2000s, the emergence of mobile Internet created new financial services and products, 
which improved the accessibility, simplicity and effectiveness of the financial ser-
vices industry. As financial technologies continue to evolve, industries such as online 
lending, robotics consulting, digital banking and digital securities, and platforms such 
by Coin base that offer digital assets to buy, sell and hold cryptocurrencies and secure 
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tokens continue to emerge and further integrate. The formalization construction of 
China's financial industry began in the mid-1980s, and at present, a relatively perfect 
financial service system with the application goal of computer technology has been 
formed. 

Smart finance is a technology that helps to reduce transaction costs, improve 
transaction efficiency and improve transaction quality. Thanks to the more accessible, 
more secure and more innovative licensing of financial services, the "blowout" 
growth of customers choosing mobile and online banking products and services, tra-
ditional financial institutions and fin-tech companies are increasingly integrated, The 
financial industry is entering a new stage of the combination of finance and technol-
ogy, —— intelligent finance. 

The open financial information system has reconstructed the traditional closed fi-
nancial system, and presents the following different characteristics from the tradition-
al finance: Centralized business service; Digital products and services; and Human-
ized customer service; and Systematic and high-end service 

In the face of the rapid development trend of smart finance, businesses and aca-
demia at home and abroad have also conducted in-depth research on this. William 
Gozman, a well-known financial history expert and professor of finance and 
management at Yale University said: " Finance is a kind of technology —— a 
network of tools and institutions to solve complex problems of civilization. This 
technology is about the flow of value across time and space, using contracts, in-
stitutions, and documents to realize the essentially imaginary promise of future 
earnings.[4] Accentuate, the world's largest listed consulting companies and ranked 
279 on the fortune one of the world 500 companies, in 2020, lists the intelligent fi-
nancial in payment, personal credit, corporate credit, asset management (intelligent 
matching and improve efficiency) and insurance of six application scenarios, and 
think is the top priority intelligent financial development of the future. With the 
breakthrough of algorithm and data, the application of intelligent finance first works 
in the general industry to improve efficiency; With the accumulation and integration 
of data in the segmentation field, the application of intelligent finance continues to 
expand the direction of each segmentation scene and improving business efficiency, 
showing a diversified financial application layout.[5] 

Adhering to the concept of "customer-centered", with the help of massive data and 
increasing computing models, intelligent finance accurately predicts and meets vari-
ous financial needs of customers in real time, pays attention to the landing scene of 
artificial intelligence, and shapes the financial value chain and financial ecology. At 
the same time, we will practice the principle of inclusive finance and continuously 
expand the breadth and depth of financial services. 

The evolution route of smart finance is: financial formalization internet finance fi-
nancial technology smart finance. In recent years, it has successively realized the 
transformation from enterprise structure to enterprise operation mode, business phi-
losophy, business model and operation mode in the whole traditional financial institu-
tions. China's financial industry is also in a rapid transformation to smart finance. 

The new business form of smart finance benefit to the small and medium-sized fi-
nancial institutions. They are at a disadvantage in terms of customer acquisition, fi-
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nancing, pricing and risk control. Most of them serve small and medium-sized enter-
prises or the field of "agriculture, rural areas and farmers". The existing financial 
examination and approval system is rigid, the decision-making efficiency is low, and 
other "stubborn diseases" cannot timely meet the capital needs of the above custom-
ers, such as the small amount, urgent use time, high frequency, and diverse use. Arti-
ficial intelligence technology can quickly screen and analyze big data to help deci-
sion-makers make decisions more efficiently to meet such funding needs. At the same 
time, according to the needs of customers, we can also develop more products that 
meet customer needs to better meet the personalized needs of customers. 

In addition, smart finance, including the application of block chain, will improve 
the enterprise credit system and intelligent matching, reduce the cost in financial op-
eration, improve the transaction rate, capital liquidity, and promote the digital trans-
formation of banks. 

3 Business Process Engineering of Smart Finance 

Through the financial cloud, smart finance enables the financial industry to achieve a 
comprehensive wisdom improvement in terms of business process, business devel-
opment and customer service. The wisdom of financial business, financial manage-
ment and financial risk avoidance is a new business form that is different from tradi-
tional finance. Its specific manifestations are as follows: 

(1) Process domineering of smart finance. It includes Intelligence operation of 
business (KYP),[6] Wisdom development of business; Smart Service for custom-
er(KYC);[7] and Smart Risk management. 

The big data and artificial intelligence technology can help financial institutions to 
monitor and manage risks, and to improve the repayment rate and credit quality of 
loans. 

(2) Intelligent financial management. 
It includes the scenario enables intelligence.; market game is intelligent; Intelligent 

management mode. 
Financial institutions of products, customers, channels, process, risk is not on the 

basis of large data analysis, including market positioning, user division, product plan-
ning, price strategy, advertising planning, promotion, partners, financial services, 
make financial service institutions to provide customers with timely, diverse, conven-
ient service, to enhance the competitive advantage, market opportunities. 

(3) Financial market business has rich data assets, stable and efficient infrastructure 
support, and rich application scenarios. The digital transformation of financial market 
business for small and medium-sized banks should be combined with their own char-
acteristics, starting from the front, middle, and back end scenarios.[8] 

4 The PRST Environment Analysis of Smart Finance 

The PEST model, proposed by Francis Aguilar, a Harvard professor of economics 
(1967) [9] explains the importance of the external environment to the development of 
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the enterprise. The model can also be used in the external environment for the devel-
opment of smart finance. 

P in PEST is Politics, (political environment), E, Economy (economic environ-
ment), S, Society (social environment), and T (T ecology, technical environment). 

The political environment includes the political system, the government policies 
such as industrial policies, relevant laws and regulations, etc. 

During the period of 14th Five-Year Plan, China should continue to strengthen the 
financial rule of law construction. It needs to strengthen financial legislation. The 
main contents of the economic environment include the level, scale, growth rate of 
economic development, revenue and expenditure of government, and inflation rate. 
The legal system framework of social environment and finance has laid the institu-
tional foundation for deepening the reform of the financial industry. Population, val-
ues, moral level and so on. Technological environment involves breakthroughs in 
high and new technology, process technology and basic research. It needs to promote 
technological and financial innovation. It will play a bigger role in accelerating the 
research, development and application of new products and processes, strengthening 
technology integration and business model innovation. Strengthen financial innova-
tion means or enrich financial service scenarios, and realize digital, intelligent and 
ecological economic activities. In addition to the general macro environment, the 
smart finance industry also meets some special environment such as investment and 
financing, data barriers, business barriers, and the development trend of the market 
pattern,market competition pattern (brokerage, bank, fund, insurance and smart bank 
drivers. 

From the perspective of political environment, the stable domestic political envi-
ronment, government supply-side reform and double-cycle development strategy are 
conducive to the development of smart finance industry. Economic environment pro-
vides conditions for rapid development for the smart finance. The special mac-
ro-environment plays an important role in the development of smart finance industry. 
Because smart financial companies must live in the special environment. It also be 
called an externality. The macro external environment is uncertain, which is mani-
fested by the economic subject for the future economic situation, especially the dis-
tribution range and state of benefits and losses. Therefore, externality have an im-
portant influence on the development of the smart financial institutes. 

5 The Development Path of Smart Finance 

The development path of smart finance should include Continue to develop fin-tech 
and lay the foundation stone of smart finance; optimize the business process and im-
prove the quality of smart finance; compliance operation. Abide by the national laws 
and regulations, abide by the operation principles of the market economy, comply 
with the legal operation; strengthen services to small and medium-sized institutions, 
and practice inclusive smart finance; and It needs to promote financial security, and 
expand and manege inclusive finance market to promote common prosperity. 
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6 Conclusion 

Smart finance is showing a booming development trend. It is a major difficult task of 
accelerating the development of financial technology, promoting financial innovation 
of science and technology in the established internal and external environment, real-
izing the wisdom of financial process re engineering, and formulating the corre-
sponding wisdom of financial development strategy. It need to follow the law of 
smart financial development and the existing development path, take practical and 
effective policy to gradually implement. 
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